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Artificial Life
Computers are often used to simulate real world systems. Some simulations are constructed as part of
computer games. Others are created for the more serious goal of predicting or understanding the behavior
of the simulated system. For example, computer programs are used extensively to simulate the behavior of
the atmosphere in hopes of predicting the weather.

The field of artificial life uses computer simulations to explore the behavior of living systems. For this
assignment, you will be working with a simple example of such a “living” simulation.

The scenario and model we will be using come from the text “Turtles, Termites and Traffic Jams”
by Mitchel Resnick. In his book, Resnick uses simple computer simulations to illustrate the idea that
the members of a large population may appear to exhibit cooperative or coordinated behavior when they
are actually functioning quite independently and following very simple rules that dictate their individual
behaviors.

Simulating Termites
One of the examples in the text involves the simulation of termites moving wood chips about in a simulated
world. The world to be simulated starts out with a large number of wood chips and a somewhat smaller
number of termites randomly spread about. The termites then begin to wander about completely aimlessly.
At each step, a termite may move up, left, down or right regardless of the direction of its previous steps. If
a termite happens to bump into a wood chip, it picks it up. It carries the wood chip around as it wanders
until it bumps into another wood chip. At that point, it gets the urge to put the chip it is carrying down,
but it doesn’t do so immediately. Instead, it continues to wander around until it is no longer standing on
top of another wood chip. Then, it puts its own chip down on this empty spot and wanders off randomly to
repeat this process.

The surprising thing about this simulation is that although the action of the individual termites is random,
the result of their combined work appears to be coordinated. As time progresses, the termites manage to
gather all the wood chips into larger and larger piles.

We have provided you with a program that simulates this world. (All startup code is available in
/common/cs/cs062/assignments/assignment6. You will need to add objectdraw.jar to the libraries in
your build path.

The world in which the termites and wood chips reside is divided into a grid of rows and columns, and
uses a two dimensional array of FilledRects with one entry for each cell in the world. If an entry in the array
is equal to “null”, then the space on the screen corresponding to that cell does not contain a wood chip.
Otherwise, the array entry refers to the rectangle used to represent the chip in that cell.

The termites won’t be stored in any array. Rather, their independent behavior will be realized by making
each of them run in a separate thread. To do this, you will define a Termite class that extends ActiveObject.
When a Termite is created, it will display a square on the screen to represent itself. Then its run method will
randomly move itself around the screen and also move any wood chips it finds following the rules described
above.

The Race Condition

Almost all of the time, the program we’ve provided you works perfectly. Unfortunately, every once in a
while we get the following error:

Exception in thread "Thread-11" java.lang.NullPointerException
at Termite.run(Termite.java:88)

Line 59 of the Termite class is the last line of the following:

findAChip();
grabbed = world[row][col];
world[row][col] = null;
grabbed.hide();
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In the above code, the method findAChip() results in having the termite (which is a red square in the
running program) wandering randomly until it gets to a cell with a wood chip on it. In the code above, the
termite puts the wood chip in variable grabbed, sets the entry in the array to null, and hides the rectangle
so it is not visible. Thus when another termite comes to that square it will be empty.

What could have happened to make grabbed equal to null when the findAChip (correctly) returns only
when it finds world[row][col] to be different from null?

Your Task
Your job is to fix this code so that it runs without error and yet allows all of the termites to move in parallel.
Locks and synchronized blocks are the key to the solution, of course. Try to make the synchronized block
as small as possible, yet not allow interference. The hard part is finding a good choice for the lock that will
stop the interference between threads, but not reduce the concurrency too much. Hint: “this” will not work
as different termites would use different locks! Unfortunately the most obvious thing to use for a lock blocks
a lot of concurrency (though because of the pauses we put in the animation, it still looks good). Using this
as a lock will get you full credit if the parallel movements of the termites don’t suffer, but you can get extra
credit by designing a mechanism that only affects a single cell of the array. (Note that you cannot use null
as a lock!)

The simple (less efficient) solution to this problem should only take about a dozen lines of code and some
rearranging of code, all near the line where the error arose. You need not change the TermiteWorld class at
all.

Please include in the comments at the top of the Termite class an explanation of why the program would
occasionally crash with the error message as given above.

What to hand in

As usual, export the entire folder from Eclipse to your desktop, change the name of the folder to something
of the form “lastfirstname-assn6” (where you should replace lastfirstname by your name, with the last name
before the first name). Make sure the folder contains both your .java and .class files. Then drag it into the
dropoff folder in /common/cs/cs062/dropbox, where an alias for the cs062 folder should be sitting on your
desktop already. Be sure that your code is clear, formatted properly and commented appropriately (using
Javadoc... see the first assignment for details on what’s expected for comments).
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